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Industry Recognition



eBooks from Emerald
Emerald Publishing is an independent, award-winning 
publisher of academic research and thought leadership 
authored by some of the best known global academic and 
industry minds. 

Our eBooks program includes over 2,900 titles with content 
covering topics that resonate with the real world. We 
present the discussion to challenge viewpoints, develop 
professional skills and bring positive change.

Available formats include Handbooks, Monographs, 
Textbooks, Edited Collections, Scholarly Highlights, and 
Professional books 



Coverage across 10 subject areas

• Accounting, Finance and Economics 
• Business Management & Strategy
• HR, Learning & Organizational Studies 
• Public Policy & Environmental Management
• Education
• Sociology
• Library Studies
• Marketing 
• Tourism & Hospitality 
• Transport



Surviving & Thriving in Academia

 This book sets out to empower women in academia to unite in sharing 
their stories, inspiring and encouraging one another. 

 Provides international perspectives from Asia, Australia, South Africa 
and the United Kingdom, and packed with real examples, success 
stories and practical advice from academic women at all levels.

 Equips readers to understand how we can move higher education 
institutions beyond the constraints that have held highly competent 
women back for far too long. 

26 April 2021



Ultimate Gig
Flexibility, Freedom, Rewards

 Primary author is John T. Fleming, based in the US, who has been in 
direct selling for more than 40 years including as executive of Avon 
Products inc. and currently principal of Ideas & Design Group LLC.

 Aims to answer questions and help gig-providing companies and 
workers make decisions by informing, inspiring and motivating

 Gives the reader a better understanding of the most significant labor
revolution in the past 100 years as to how work can be done.

 Aimed primarily at those running (or thinking of running) gig-providing 
companies and those working in (or thinking of working in) the gig 
economy

25 March 2021



Streaming Culture
Subscription Platforms And The Unending Consumption Of Culture

 Author, David Arditi is Associate Professor of Sociology and Director of 
the Center for Theory at the University of Texas at Arlington, USA.

 Investigates how a shift to an unending supply of content on platforms 
such as YouTube, Netflix and Spotify has affected the way we consume 
TV shows, movies and music.

 Demonstrates that streaming platforms have created an economy 
where consumers pay more for the same amount of consumptive time.

 Calls attention to the underlying dynamics of instant viewing – in which 
our access to content depends on any given service’s willingness, and 
ability, to license it.

15 April 2021



Cabin Fever
Surviving Lockdown in the Coronavirus Pandemic

 Written by Paul Crawford, Professor of Health Humanities at the 
University of Nottingham and Jamie Orion Crawford who is a data 
analyst and researcher based in Canada.

 Obviously very topical, this book examines ‘cabin fever’ in the wake of 
the coronavirus pandemic and the greatest confinement of people to 
their homes in history.

 Drawing on an array of evidence, this book provides an important 
account of the threat of cabin fever in the pandemic and provides the 
best-known antidotes for it.

 Featured at Swindon Science Festival in February.

18 March 2021







Evidence Based Acquisition (EBA)
The Model

• Gain DRM free, multiple concurrent user access to all Emerald 
frontlist and backlist titles across all subject areas for 12 months.

• At the end of the 12- month access period, choose the 50, 75, 
100, 150 or 200 eBooks that you wish to own in perpetuity.

The Benefits of EBA

• Gain 12 Months access to all Emerald eBooks including frontlist
titles.

• Select the eBooks you own in perpetuity based on usage 
evidence.

• We will provide usage reports to help you make your choices.



Q & A



For further inquiries and pricing, please contact:

Danny Overstreet
Business Manager- Southeast Region
doverstreet@emerald.com
478-224-5698

mailto:doverstreet@emerald.com
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